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ABSTRACT 
A new generation CAMAC System has been 

,i eve loped for the Mark II Detector at SLAC ' s 
?ZP storage ring. This flexible system can 
efficiently transfer data between a host com
puter and a very large set of CAMAC data 
acquisition and control modules. A bipolar 
microprocessor operates as a "Channel" inter
face by supervising the CAMAC system and min
imizing the host computer's work. This pro
grammable channel couples the host to a set 
of "System Crates"; each System Crate houses 
"Branch Drivers" that can directly control a 
set of crates or communicate over differen
tia^ paral^e-i highways to "Branch Receivers" 
for control cf distant c, ates. A coherent 
software package integrates the high level 
programs, system driver ievei programs, and 
microcode control of the system. 

BACKGROUND 
The Mark II CAKAC system is basically an 

evolved version of the CAMAC system designed 
for the Mark I Detector at SPEAR that coupled 
a Xerox Sigma V Multiplexor Input/Output 
Processor (MIOP) to Branch Drivers. The VAX 
CAMAC Channel {VCC} is roughly analogous to 
the Xerox MIOP and its CAMAC interface, 
although designed to operate with the Digital 
Equipment Corp. (DEC) 32 bit VAX 11/780 com
puter through its PDP 11 style- UNIBUS. A 
CAMAC system was needed that could be invoked 
simply and cleanly from high xevei software; 
that could control a large number of CAMAC 
Branches, possibly at separated locations; 
that could rapidly transfer large amounts of 
data using various block transfer modes with 
litt.e CPU overhead; and that had separated 
norjiar functions for increased reliability 
ar,$ ease of maintenance. These requirements 
have been met by a bipolar microprocessor 
based programmable Channel coupling the host 
computer to a tree structured set of System 
Crates, Branch Drivers, and CAMAC Branches. 
The channel, or VCC, fetches commands from 
VAX main memory, sets up the Branch Drivers 
ar-i transfers data between the CAMAC modules 
and VAX main memory. Address scanning for 
blc;> transfers, as well as long distance 
sign:i„ transmission, is handled by the Branch 
Driver.'-. Data acceptance conditioned by 
CAM/'l X and Q responses, ar:d data packing. 
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are performed by VCC, Communication with 
non-CAMAC peripherals or data links can be 
accomplished through special modules in the 
system crates. 

SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
The connecting hardware between the VAX 

(host computer) and the man> CAMAC modules 
that comprise the input/output system of the 
Mark II detector is diagrammed in Figure 1. 
The host connection is made by a UNIBUS 
Interface circuit board that plugs into the 
UNIBUS of the VAX. Data and control signals 
are transmitted from the UNIBUS board to the 
VCC chassis through flat cable. 
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Figure System Overview 
The VCC chassis, which is physically 

located in a rack of the VAX, is pictured in 
Figure 2. The VCC takes directives from the 
VAX and controls the CAMAC system through 
System Crates. 
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The VCC talks to the System Cr^es via a 
"SLAC Differential Branch Highway" cable. 
This differential TTL cabling system allows 
System Crates to be distant from the VCC if 
desired. A Branch Receiver converts the Dif
ferential Branch to a "Single Ended Branch 
Highway" compatible with the SLAC standard 
Crate Controllers1. Along v.ith the Branch 
Receiver and Crate Controller a System Crate 
has a number of Branch Drivers. Each Branch 
Driver can drive a Highway of up to 7 crates. 
Since Single Ended Branches become proble
matic after 15 meters of cable, the Branch 
Driver provides a Differential Branch that 
has been used with over i km of cable. 
Crates on the Highways use Branch Receivers 
and Crate Controllers that are identical to 
the System Crate's modules. A system of 56 
Branches and 392 crates could be assembled 
with this hierarchy. 

UNIBUS Interface. The UNIBUS interface 
consists of 2 circuit boards: one that plugs 
into the VAX UNIBUS and one that resides in 
the VCC chassis. Figure A shows the main 
components of these boards. The VAX can per
form programmed I/O transfers to send "Start 
I/O" commands and read a "Test Device" or TDV 
status register. The VCC can becom.4 "UNI3US 
Master to DMA data to and from VAX memory. A 
VAX vectored interrupt can also be performed. 

The UNIBUS Driver boar 
has the required data 
receivers and a periphera. 
ter. VCC peripheral con 
as part of the CPU microcode. This part of 
the microcode is made available to the 
peri pherals which decode .- i I at-.-i; i r for 
their instructions. 

i n t he VCC c h a s s i s 
i ne d r i v e r s and 
nM m e t ion r e g ; s -
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The VCC 
The heart of the system is the VAX CAMAC 

Channel or VCC. It consists of a high speed 
16 bit CPU, an interface to a DEC UNIBUS, and 
a CAMAC interface that runs the SLAC CAMAC 
Protocol. 
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Figure 3: The Top View of the VCC 
VCC's CAMAC and UNIBUS Interfaces are 

peripherals to the CPU. Communication 
between them and the CPU is via 4 buses: 

i. A DB Bus for data to the CPU, 
2. A Y Bus for data from the CPU, 
3. A STATUS Bus from the Interfaces, and 
4. An I/O /iCODE Bus to control the Inter

faces. 

These buses are ribbon cables connecting the 
boards of the VCC, as shown in Figure 3. To 
explain the operation of the VCC we first 
describe its Interfaces. 

Figu: e The UNIBUS Connection 
CAMAC Interface. The CAMAC Interface is 

similar to the UNIBUS Interface. Again the 
I/O pCODE controls the operation. Control 
registers are loaded to select a Branch 
Driver in a System Crate and to read or writs 
to it. 

"Byte Shifters" in the data path allow 
three modes of mapping the 24 bit wide CAMAC 
data words into the 32 bit words of the VAX. 
These packing modes are defined in Figure 5. 

The timing ot the CAMAC cycle is generated 
at the host computer interface in the SLAC 
protocol 1. The CAMAC cycle generated by this 
board has a programmable cycle speed, in 
steps of 1.6 ps, so that the system can 
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Figure 5: Packing Modes 
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Figure 7: The Wire-Wrapped CPU C i r c u i t Board 
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;;ro t:,: The CAMAC Connection 
The CPU is designed around AMD 

J:e bipoiar microprocessor compo-
•". are assembled into a 16 bit wide 

It incorporates the 2933 ALU and 
29t*H Status ar.d Shift Control 

Carry Look-Ahead Unit, 2918 Micro-
jr. t roller, a 256 word RAM and a 
a- srp<. The processor is organized 
ieve, of pipelining by overlapping 
Jxe:ute cycie£. 

e-a.iec op?ration of VCC is micropro-
in fjsibie link PROM's forming a 64 
'.•̂ rd memory that is expandable to 

z.- . A 256 word fast RAM, implemented 
0 device, is available as a scratch 
addition to the 17 registers of the 
cesser. Stand alone microcoded test 
a .How VCC to evaluate the CAMAC sys-

L-S ar.c exercise the interface to the 
erify proper UNI3US operation. 

Figure B: The VCC CPU 
The CTLW. The CAMAC functions, the CAMAC 

address and type of block transfer, if used, 
are defined for the VCC and Branch Driver by 
a Cont_rol_ Word (CTLW). The 32 bit iongword 
CTLW, defined in Table :, is passed from the 
VAX to VCC. The nost significant byte (bits 
31 to 24) is exclusively for VCC while t'.,e 
rest of the CTLW {bits t3 to 08) is sent to 
the Branch Driver. 

The Branch Driver 
The concept of System Crates with Branch 

Drivers is «-o add i ievel of indirection to 
CAMAC which increases the effective address 
space. The initial Destination Address 
(Crate, Module and Sub-Address), Function 
C de, and Scan Mode is sent to the Branch 
Driver by VCC writing 24 bits of the CTLW via 
an F(17), Subsequent data transfers are 
accomplished w.'th F(0) for read and F(16) for 
write functions The overhead introduced by 



The Control Word - CTLK 

I X X Q 0 P P 
I " " S M M M M S 1 
I 1 2 1 2 6 
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S=l Synchronize with R response from CC 
XMl.QMi Transfer data iff X or 0-1, reap. 
XM2,0H2 Terminate transmission if X or Qi!0 
P8,P16 packing Modes 
Cx,"1x,Ax Initial Crate, Module & Subaddress 
I, C CAMAC Inhibit and Clear lines 
SC,SM,SA Enable Crate Module & Sub. scanning 
ILQ Increment least sig. cntr iff Q-l 
IN Heset least & incr next cntr if ):=0 
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writing the CTLW to the Branch Driver is a 
fa tor of two for sirgie CAMAC cycle trans
fers, but the vast majority of transfers are 
iarge blocks, often utilizing the scanning 
and data acceptance capabilities of the sys
tem After each CAMAC cycle the effective 
CAMAC address can be updated conditioned on 
the X and 0 responses of the addressed mod
ule. 24 scanning modes and the VCC's ability 
to condition data transmission on X and 0 
responses allow flexible block transfers to 
be implemented, A block transfer is termi
nated by satisfying the byte count, the XM2 
or QM2 requirement, or by the Branch Driver 
signaling "End of Scan" via the System Crate 
L 'Lines. A non-dataway LAM system is inde
pendently implemented in the Branch Driver 
for LAM's generated on the branch. An F{1) 
instruction to the Branch Driver returns the 
current value of the CTLW register, permit
ting the ending scan address to be part of 
the VCC status block. 

A handshaking technique has been defined 
to eliminate system contention when autono
mous crate controllers are used. A new sig
nal line is provided for status information 
from the Crate Controller of the addressed 
crate on the Branch. This new statu? signal, 
cabled R, has the meaning that the receiving 
Crate Controller is Ready to Execute the 
dataway cycxe as instructed. In future sys
tems with updated Crate Controllers, the R 
signal wij.1 be generated by the Controller in 
response to the Busy signal after any cycle 
in progress. When the s bit is set in the 
CTLW, VCC will wait for the R signal before 
generating SI and S2 of the CAMAC cycle. 

SOFTWARE 
An operation of the VCC is initiated by a 

software device driver passing VCC the 
addresses of control and data buffers via the 
Start 1/0 register. No further VAX CPU 
activity is required until VCC has completed 
ail the data transfers implied by the control 
"channel program" buffer. The high level 
language programmer effectively defines a set 
of "packets" which constitute the channel 

Figure 9: The Branch Driver 
program. Each packet defines a set of CAMA-" 
operations by specifying the CTLW, a r.axi~i~ 
byte count, and buffer pos i t; r s : - r '.'.<-• 
data. Thus a packet can d<=scri'-- a s m ^ e 
control cycle or a biock transfer : ;-.v-->.ving 
many crates. VCC processes eact pact-ii ani 
interrupts the UN'13 US when *i * i have hee:. •--,--
pieted . 

The o per at ion of VCC is, of c^ur^, 
def ined by its software, and is thus »xp"-te.i 
to evolve as new aj ;u ications arise. The 
basic organization starts fron a sna^* s*>i 'if 
Fortran callable routiner that format a 
"channei program" and define data and status 
buffers. The parameters of these buffers are 
passed to a device driver by the VMS 010 sys
tem service. The driver is responsible for 
forcing and ioeki ng these buffers into physi
cal memory, assigning UNI 9US addresses to thp 
buffers, and allocating buffered datapaths 
through -he UN I BUS Adapter, A VCC operation 
is i n it iated when the driver passes the UN: -
BUS addresses of the three buffers and tw; 
other words of information to VCC by program
med data writes, VCC then takes over, 
access ing the buffers by three separate DMA 
datapaths and executing the channei program. 
The process can abort if a time-out occurs or 
the data buffer is too small. The capability 
for VCC to perform conditional braches in the 
channel program has been designed but not yet 
implemented, 

The basic Fortran subroutine is 
CAM 10 (BRANCH,CTLW,DATA,DATALEN,STATUS 1 

where BRANCH defines the Branch Driver to be 
addressed, and CTLW was defined in Table 
The other arguments are optional. DATA is 
the address of a data buffer; if it is not 
specified, outa coming towards the VAX is 



flushed and data written to CAMAC has a value 
of 0. DATALEN is the length of the data 
buffer in bytes. If it is not specified, it 
defaults to the VAX normal word length of 4. 
The status buffer is 4 words long containing 
the final status of the Branch Driver control 
register, the actual number of bytes trans
ferred, and the TDV status from VCC. If the 
STATUS buffer is not specified, the status 
information generated by VCC is ignored. 

The second Fortran subroutine is 
CAMIOS (NPAK,BRANCH,CTLW,DATA,DATALEN,STATUS) 
and is logically equivalent to NPAK separate 
calls to CAMIO, CAM10S constructs a channel 
program having NPAK packets,- all the other 
arguments of CAMIOS are analogous to CAMIO 
except that they are extended to arrays of 
length NPAK. The DATA buffer is usually 
treated as a linear buffer, however. The 
purpose of CAMIOS is to avoid the overhead of 
the multiple caiis to 010 that would result 
from the repeated use of the more primitive 
CAMIO. 

Another set of high level routines has 
been developed for the PEP storage ring 
instrumentation and control project. In this 
system, serial 3ranch Drivers communicate 
with microprocessor crate controllers using 
an SDLC protocol. The basic protocol is that 
the driver transmits a message block to a 
crate controller and that crate controller 
replies, so that there is no interlaced 
activity among the crates on a serial 3ranch. 
The subroutine PEPCAM generates a channel 
program which can launch messages down each 
serial Branch, then poll the Branch Drivers 
for the returned data and scatter write it 
into VAX memory. This basic cycle can be 
repeated many times, so that a database 
reflecting tho status of the PEP machine can 
be maintained with almost no CPU supervision. 

The VCC microcode is written in MIMIC 2, a 
general purpose microcode assembler. A sim
plified flow chart of the microcode is shown 
in Figure 13. The basic cycle, transferring 
2 bytes per CAMAC cycle, requires 8 microin
structions. 

SUMMARY 
The VAX CAMAC Channel answers the problem 

of interfacing an input/output system to a 
computer when their word sizes, address space 
structure and handshaking protocols are 
incompatible. A general purpose microcoded 
processor was coupled with hardware mated to 
the systems to be interfaced. This architec
ture is flexible enough to allow strong 
optimization of the communication between the 
two systems. While the System Crates nor
mally house modules which are CAMAC Branch 
Drivers, they may be interfaces to other I/O 
organizations. 
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Figure IS: VCC Microcode Flow Chart 
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